
Assembly Instructions

We are pleased that you have chosen the Method Tattoo System.

On this sheet you will find a mounting recommendation for your Method Tattoo System.

If you are looking at this piece of paper, you have already mastered the first step to your Method Tattoo 
System: You bought a slat wall.
The slat wall is the basis of the entire Method Tattoo System on which all Method Tattoo System shelves can
be installed.
We recommend using the appropriate screw set to fasten the slat wall.
Screws and dowels are included in set offers or optionally available in our online shop at www.magic-moon-
shop.com.

We recommend the following tools to attach the shelf to the wall:

1. Drill / cordless drill
2. Drill (6mm, appropriate to your wall texture)
3. Metal drill (4mm)
4. Cordless screwdriver or a Phillips screwdriver

We recommend using four screws in order to fasten the Method Tattoo System to the wall.
First, drill four holes into the slat wall. Use the dimensions given in the sketch.
Next, use a spirit level to mark the holes of the slat wall to your wall. Now drill holes in your wall at the 
points marked. Put the dowels inside the holes.
Fasten the slat wall with the screws provided ( just put the screws in place, so that the slat wall cannot fall 
down).
Next you assemble the side panels.
Place the side panels on the left and right of the slat wall. Each panel with the short cover side facing the 
wall.

When the side panels are in place, you can tighten the screws. To do
this, you have to hold the screwdriver at a slight angle. 

If you have any questions about installation, you can also contact us in
writing or by phone or you can follow the QR code for the explanatory
video. 


